PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

Hazard to Humans and Domestic Animals

Do not allow persons or pets in treated areas until dust has settled or spray has dried.

DANGERS: Causes irreversible eye damage. Harmful if swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin. Avoid breathing dust or spray mist. Do not get in eyes or on clothing. Avoid contact with skin, hair, face and eyes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling before eating, drinking, chewing gum or using tobacco. Remove contaminated clothing and wash clothing before reuse.

Statement of Practical Treatment:

IF SWALLOWED: Call a physician or Poison Control Center immediately for treatment advice. DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING, unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Have a person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

IF INHALED: Move person to fresh air. If person not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance. If breathing is difficult, administer artificial respiration, preferably mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

EYES: Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

HANDS: Wash thoroughly with soap and water.

TOTAL HOMENUMBER:

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or for going for treatment. For information on this pesticide product (including health hazards, medical emergencies, or pesticide incidents), call the National Pesticide Information Center (NPIC) at 1-800-858-7376.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:

Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

Environmental Hazards:

This product is toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. Do not apply directly to water. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment wash water or rinsate. Apply this product as directed on label.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in original container and keep away from children. Do not store near food or feed stuffs. To prevent cross-contamination do not store near other fertilizers, or near herbicides, insecticides, fungicides or seeds.

IF EMPTY: Do not reuse container. Place in trash or offer for recycling if available.

IF PARTLY FILLED: Call your local solid waste agency or 1-800-CLEANUP for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

Notice to Buyer: No guarantee expressed or implied beyond return of purchase price if offered. Buyer assumes all risk of improper storage and application of this product or its improper use in combination with other materials.

This package is filled to proper weight, but variation in product density may cause varying fill levels in this canister.

COVERS UP TO 4000 sq. ft. 36% MOSS KILLING ZINC

NuLife STRUCTURAL RID MOSS

Apply to Unpainted Cement, Sidewalks, Patios, Brick & Roofs

EASY TO USE CANISTER!

QUICKLY KILLS MOSS FOR ROOFS & STRUCTURES

Use Wet or Dry

Non-staining, non-corrosive, no galvanized gutters

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:

ZINC SULFATE MONOHYDRATE

(10% S04·H2O) 98.00%
Equivalent to 36% Zinc as metal.

INERT INGREDIENTS 1.00%

TOTAL 100.00%

KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN

DANGER

See back panel for additional precautionary and first aid statements

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. NuLife Structural RID Moss is most effective when applied during early spring (March - April) and late fall (September - October) when moss is actively growing. Very little moss will form in the summertime. Moss can grow in nearly any location where decomposers prevails. These areas include patios, sidewalks, driveways, foundations and roofs. To destroy existing moss most effectively, NuLife Structural RID Moss should be used when growth is most rapid and when rain is not expected for several days.

USE ON ALL OUTDOOR STRUCTURES MADE OF VARIOUS MATERIALS OR COMPOSITION SHINGLES, FENCE POSTS, SIDEWALKS, PATIOS, STEPS, DECKS OR ROOFS.

For destroying LIGHT MOSS after sweeping or otherwise removing as much moss as possible, use these simple guidelines:

DRIED APPLICATION: Apply NuLife STRUCTURAL RID MOSS evenly by pouring from the canister using 1 pound per 1000 square feet of area. This canister will cover a total 4000 square feet of area.

LIQUID APPLICATION: Dissolve 1 pound of NuLife STRUCTURAL RID MOSS in 5 gallons of water and apply this liquid mix evenly to 1000 square feet of surface using a sprayer can or pump tank sprayer. (1 gallon of mixture to 333 sq. ft. of area) To use whole canister add 4 pounds NuLife Structural RID Moss to 8 gallons of water to cover 4000 sq. ft. area.

For destroying HEAVY MOSS GROWTH:

DRIED APPLICATION: Apply NuLife STRUCTURAL RID MOSS evenly by pouring from the canister using 1 pound per 200 sq. ft. of area. This canister will cover a total 300 square feet of area.

LIQUID APPLICATION: Dissolve 1 pound of NuLife STRUCTURAL RID MOSS in 5 gallons of water and apply this liquid mix evenly to 200 sq. ft. of surface using a sprayer can or pump tank sprayer. (1 gallon of mixture to 200 sq. ft. of area) Use whole canister add 4 pounds NuLife Structural RID Moss to 8 gallons of water to cover 4000 sq. ft. area.

NOTE: Do not mix in liquid product than you can use at one time. Do not store mixed solution in sprinkler can or tank sprayer. Damage may occur.

FOR ROOFS: Apply liberally to higher portions of roof moss. This allows rain to move some of the treatment material downward through the moss patches. After 3 to 5 weeks, depending on thickness of moss growth, the dead moss may be hosed, swept or raked off the treated area.

To help PREVENT moss from reoccurring: Use the LIGHT MOSS application immediately to cleaned area with repeat treatments just prior to the time the fall rains begin or in early spring.

ATTENTION: Make certain none of this product runs from eaves or splashes on planted area below roods. Where possible, cover flowers, lawns or shrubs before making application. Where treating patios or walkways, avoid application to adjacent lawn or plants. If contact occurs, wash material off plants immediately with water.

Manufactured by

Waupaca Northwoods LLC

Doing business as Waupaca Materials

E3439 Hwy 22 & 85

Waupaca, WI 54981

Made in USA

EPA Reg No.

EPA Est No.